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Introduction 

My purpose is  to describe  the present *tate of  the citrus-processing 

Industry in the united State*.    Our citrus industry is very large.    The 

current value of the U.S.  citrus crop  (as fruit) is about $870 million, 

annually.    Because much of this  fruit is processed into various citri» 

product«, the total contribution of the citrus industry to the U.S. 

econoay ig several  times  this amount.    With 1/4 of the world«, production 

of oranges and ieaona,  and 3/4 of the grapefruit, we produce more citrus 

fruit than any other nation in the world. 

Table T 

1972 Citrus Fruit Production, U.S.  and World 

Typ» of Fruit 

Oranges 

Grapefruit 

Lsaons 

Production, Metric tona/year 
y.'s,' World U.S. Percentage of Total 

6.1x10* 

2.2x10* 

0.6x10* 

22.0x10* 

3.0x10* 

2.1xl0f 

262 

73% 

28Z 

I do not claia that our industry is the most advanced in the world 

or that it ought to serve as a model for other nations to lattate.    Kot 

•11 the arts we practice may be iaaeoxately applicable elsewhere, or even 

detlrable.    That will be for yau to judge. 



While we do export  citrus  fruit  and products, our foreign  trade 

is  a amali percentage  of our total   production.    Nevertheless, because 

the United States  is  a  very  large common market  territory, and the 

most highly-urbanized nation in the world, with exceptionally long 

domestic  food-supply  lines, we can support  a highly-developed citrus- 

processing industry. 

Our citrus-growing regione are located in humid, subtropical areas 

«long the gulf cuast,  principally Florida,  in parts of the southwestern 

desert,  and in the Mediterranean-type climatic regions    of southern 

California.    On the other hand, our largest  population oentres  are in 

the Northeast.    New York and Chicago are 1300 kilometers or more fro» 

the citrus-growing regions.    Shipping costs are therefore of considerable 

significance,  and real  savings  can be  achieved by weight  and volume 

reductions.     In March,   1974,  I ru.de a spot survey of retail citrus 

fruit and product prices which showed  that  frozen citrus juice concen- 

trates are being delivered to U.S.  consumers  at  less cost,  than the 

equivalent weight of fresh fruit.    Such product* are therefore economically 

efficient  in addition  to  any other attractiveness  they .night have for  the 

consumer,  such as convenience and year-rounJ  availability. 

Table  LT 

Retail  orange prices, March  1974 

ImjUSSiLoLSTsduçt CogJLoLedible portions, solid.• h-«. 

Navel Oranges <* in/.*i      * >5.iü/K.ilo of  orange solids 
Valencia Oranges $7.9s    "        ;i      •« «• 

Pro*en Concentrate  (highest grade)$3.93    "        »      » .. 

Froïen Concentrate (medium grade)  $3.22    "        "      '• •• 



Thés, pnce. „. qulte  ;JowpRrable Lo ^ ^^  ^^ ^ ^ 

fruits and also for  c«.to Froducts,    The ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ 

•»ot regard citrus fruit or citrus product« as « luxury. 

The proportion  of   r.he  total U.S.  citrus  cror  th-t <* t.itruk. crop that i6 processed le 
shown  in Table III. 

Typ* of Fruit 

Orangée 

Grapefruit 

Lemon« 

Table_ni 

^°-gÜLQlJ,.iS.^Citrua_ Fruit Processed 

Sy-SLEbCiio". metric ton 

,6 7.CxK) 

2.2x10* 

0.6x10 6 

% Processed 

25% - 70% 

50% - 60% 

40% - 50% 

The relative quantities of various products are listed in Tabla IV. 

Table IV 

te*SLiKá.?^e_o_f_Citru8 Product« 

aatSLûSte A^t^duçed Sinftle-str.„.tH .„.,. 
Frosen orange 1uice cone.     506x10° lit irs  (42- brlx) 

¿7:il0    cases   (aingle- 
Ktrungth) 

banned giapefruit juice 

Canned orange juice 

Frozen grapefruit juice 
cone. 

Orange-grapefruit blends 

Grapafruit »actions 

14x10 caaes 

J3xl06 liters 

2x10 cas et, 

2.6x10 cases 

\020xl06 
kg. 

300xl06 
kg. 

160xl06 
kg. 

130xl06 
kg. 

23xl06 
kg. 

N/A 

Of the six product. Hated in Table IV. thrae have tripled in volo« 

during the past decade.    These are the two frozen juice concentrate,, and 

canned single-atrength grapefruit juica.    The other three have re-ainad 

¿tatic, oi have decreased «lightly. 



Effect of Processing on Consumption Patterns 

The dominant edible citrus product is, of course, frosen concentrated 

orange juice.    Since its  introduction about 1945, its growth has been 

remarkably steady, and shows no aigns of levelling  off in the immediate 

future.    It has produced a dramatic change in consumer behavior.    Until 

1945, moat citrus fruit was eaten    fresh.    Only a relatively small 

amount was procesaed, principally into canned 3ingle-strength juice. 

During the two decades 1920-1940,  the per capita consumption- of citrus 

fruit steadily increased,  as more and more acreage came into production 

(bearing acreage increased 2-1/2 fold during that period).    The American 

consumer appeared to reach a saturation point for citrus products in 

1945, at about the level of 40 kg per person per year.    With the intro- 

duction of froten concentrates into the market, there then began a »harp 

decrease in per capita consumption of whole citrus fruit, which has now 

levelled off at or telow 1920 levels.    Meanwhile, total per capita consump- 

tion remained fairly steady, and may now be again on the increase. 

(Since 1940, bearing acreage has Jncreased only about 50 percent but is 

now increasing at about j7, per year.) 

The net    effect of the availability of frozen orange juice concen- 

trate has been to btabllize the commodity against the attrition of per 

capita consumption    that has affected a number of other agricultural 

commodities in  the United Stetes. 

We are an affluent society,  and affluence produces changes in eating 

habits.    In the United States for ¡na.iy years  the trend has been toward 

higher consumption of meat.    Meanwhile,  total per capita calori« intakt 

has remained constant, or decreased slightly.    This hau resulted in 



r.th.r .harp drop. ln „t capUa „.^^ Ql „^ ^ ^ ^^ 

e,,., dairy producta, and „oncitrus  truie.    *» contrast, per capUa 

utUi.atlon of citrus (and potatoes)  lia, teoal„0(i ïlrtMUy ^^ 

W.r.»tly only becau.. of the avaUabiUty Qf Cünvenlent proeMJ ^ 

of these two comnodities. 

Mutational Significare in the U.S.  nwa,v 

Citrus fruits contribute significant amounts of caloric energy 

•»« vitamin, to the American diet, and the proportion is increasing 

•lowly.    At praaent we receive about  2% of our carbohydrate calories, 

1.3» of our vitamin A, 2AX of our vitanin ^ and 24X of 0ur vlta,ln c 

fro. citru. fruit.    The proportion of  th— nutrients contributed by 

citrua fruits has increased by about   10% during the last 15 years. 

But the .tory of frozen Juice concentrates, while very i-portant, 

i. by no «.an. the whole story of citru. processing, fls everyone know.. 

Xt 1. only th. lataat and perhaps the «oat spectacularly succ.a.ful 

¿«valopaant to COOK along. 

TYPES OF CI'j 'VQS PRODUCTS 

Citru. procas.ing probably bagan with the production of hand-pra.a.d 

PMl oil..    Thi. immensely iaborioua proceas involved pressing hand-h.ld 

fruit «g.in.t a .ponge, which received the extruded oils, and prevented 

th« fro« baing reabsorbed by th. peel when the pressure was r.«ovad. 

Todny, mchaiiical processing of and/or distillation of oil. i. an 

important adjunct to fruit processing, but is by no «eon. the principal 

proca...    Figure I indicates some of the «ajor step, in citru. fruit 

proc.ing, and liata the »oat important products and by-product.. 
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I will now attempt to give a brief  description of the manufacture 

of several of these products.    Limitations of space and time will not 

permit me to go into great detail about any one of  them.     The main 

message I would like to leave with you is simply this:    the manufacture 

of each of these products can be almost  totally mechanized,  even to the 

point of automatic sorting of fruit by skin oolour about which I will 

have more to say  in a moment. 

Sorting 

Sorting is a necessary part of  the overall processing scheme. 

Frequently the fruit must be separated in various grades  according to sise, 

maturity, and condition, with some grades going to the fresh market and 

others into processed products.    Automated sorting by size is a very old 

art, and there is no particular need to discusB  it here.    Automated 

sorting byoolour is a much newer development, though now widely practiced. 

One common type of colour sorter operates in the following manner: 

thm fruit is singulated and then allowed to fall a short  distance into 

à moving cup which is equipped with  a hinged trapdoor.    While in free 

fall, the fruit is  illuminated by light of appropriate wavelengths. 

The reflectance of the fruit is observed by means of photoelectric cells, 

usually several in number,  dispersed around the path of  fall of the 

frttit.    The signal produced by the photoelectric cells is massaged, 

averaged, and through some electronic treacherv triggers the release 

of the fruit from the cup at the instant the cup passes over one of 

J 



«•varal conveyors that collect fruit of a specific colour. These machin.« 

«re capable of separating fruit iato as «<,ny as 4 or 5 different colour 

classes. 

Concentration of Citru« .TM^PO 

Citrus juices are normally concentrated 4-fold (i.e., to about 42' 

Brix) for aale as frozun concentrates. Much of the volatile flavoured 

«row are removed along with the vapour during concentration. Formerly, 

some of the fiavourwas restored by over-concentrating the juice (e.g., 

to 60* Brix) and diluting ("cutting-back") this concentrate with .ingle- 

strength Juice. Now, however, it has become possible to recover an 

••••nee fraction from the evaporators and restore enough of this to the 

juice to produce a good-flavoured concentrate without over-concentration 

and cut-back. 

Thi« has come about largely through the adoption by the industry of 

th« so-called TASTE evaporators. (TASTE is a rather contrived acronym 

for Themally Accelerated Short-Time Evaporator.) Basically, the TASTE 

«v«por«tor consists of a multiple-st^ge, multiple-effect aystem, in which 

••ch state consists of a long (12 m), vertical tube-bundle. Juice flows 

downward on the tub« side and steam or vapor condenses on the shell sid.. 

Typically, three or four effects and 4-6 stages are used. The fir.t 

••v«r«l stag«« correspond to different effects, but the last 2 or 3 are 

u»u«lly aarial section« of the final effect. In older installation« the 

first «tag« may be the first effect, and so on, but in later installation« 

th* fir«t stage of concentration may occur in the second evaporative effect, 

•ad vice-versa. 
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In this version, the Juice is partially preheated (to about 75* C) 

and «vaporated in stage 1; heat being supplied by means oí vapour» 

produced in the second stage.    The concentrate lf-aving the first stage 

Is then further heated  (to about 95' C) and sent to the second stage. 

The second stage, containing the fully-heated juice,  is heated by means 

of condensing steam, and is therefore technically the  first effect.    Th« 

Vapours produced In the  first stage  (second effect) are used to heat the 

third,  fourth, and fifth  stages, which together  comprise the third 

effect.    The concentrate from the final stage (about 40° C)   is flash- 

cooled to 20* C or less. 

Essence is produced by tapping vapors from the shell-side of 

•fftcts 2 or 3. These "essences" (really vapour fractions) nay be 

further fractionated and concentrated as desired for their end use. 

One of the nain virtues    of the TASTE evaporator  (apart from the 

energy economies of multiple-effect operation)  is its short residence 

tiae and relatively coapact sixe.     ¿t does, naturally, require consider- 

ably aore energy to operate than the theoretical min laura that would be 

required to boll down the  juice in triple effect.    Additional steaa is 

required to operate the ejectors for removal of noncondensables and for 

flash-cooling the product; pumps are needed for transportation of the 

concentrate between stages.    Some data obtained from the manufacture 

indicates a steam consunption of about 0.4 KG/Kg of watet evaporated. 

Freesing 

Cooled concentrates nay be *lush-frosen, typically in a acraped- 

surface heat exchanger, filled into containers, and hard-froren in an 

air-blast frac ser. 



Oil Extraction 

A .«ri«, ot «c«^ proSBes h,vt, „_ ¿ yiloped (or extrKtins 

F"l OU..    Th .  ,.  BW . ratiler OJd a e-    AU   iaw m iitasi^  ta 

-«on,    The Mc:,¡ni! ŒU8t be „,„«,, so t„,t ,„, oa  u transporee<i 

«y <», «» spoa8y „„, residu. beloc< ^ ^res ure u ^^ 

otherwise the oil wli;  iBrtUul    b 
ns.iy  Dt teaD..ort,..:u.    bone machine» accomplish 

AI. by ... or iTOV.d preMl!le „„,.   AnoUicr        wlaely.uied 

extractor    pr..... tb„ frult ^^ ^„^^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ 

the „n O01M ouc betwM„ Ueo „d My be coUect a separMeiy ^ ^ 

Juice. 

Alternatively,  the íla.edo My be .ep.rit.d lly cgm„g or ^„„^ 

U -) fro. the fruit.   „ t«r.cti„, *. COMl„ut.ed pMl ^ ^ ^ 

—.*- ., the „n i. obt.i„M, and „ otl ,. rec_,d by £mttlfuMtlo> 

Tablfe V 

World. Jlriidu(utiot^o¿ Citrus_üils 

Production. Metric Ton«/Y«ar 

:ooo 
M 

1000 

'•00 

Since about 2 kilo* of oll .„  „^^ ^ ¿, ^^ ^ ^ ^^ 

ti., tote! world ot paction of 3*00 -trie ton» „, oil repr...«. .be« 

2 »Uli« »trie ton. of fruU prDe.„,d :„ „u ^^^     ^ ^^ 

—ti perenta of the oran,.., but „„„„,,. nalf „f ,u Jmmm } 

IìJ>e of oil 

Sweet Orange 

5It tor Oran¿« 

Ietaon 

I. Ime 
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Pactln 

Citri» pssla contain pectin, which finds a number o£  commercial 

uses; suich of it becomes an ingredient of fruit preserves, jama, and 

jellies.    Typically,  the pectin is extracted from shredded citrua peel. 

with about 16 parts of hot, acidified water at 85-95° C, and pH 2-3. 

Starches and dextrin* which appear in the extract along with the pectin 

are enaymatically hydrolyzed.    Following hydrolysis, the extract is 

vacuum concentrated about 4-fold.    This concentrate nay be sold as 

liquid pectin.    Alternatively the pectin can be precipitated'(e.g., with 

alcohol), dried, and marketed in solid form. 

Citric Acid 

Although most citric acid is now being produced by fanaantation, 

there «ay ba instances when its extraction from low-value fruit is 

feasible.    To recover citric acid, oil-free fruit (lemon)  Juice is 

allowed to ferment several days with natural yeasts to destroy pectin 

and sugars.    The fermented juice, which contains 3-* percent citric acid, 

is filtered and the acid precipitated by addition of lis»  (CaOiy.    The 

pracipate may be sold as calcium citrate.    Alternatively citric acid 

•ay ba recovered by rediasoiving calcium citrate in a solution of sulfuric 

acid.     In this case the calcium precipitates as calcium sulfate, leaving 

behind a solution of citric acid.    This solution is concentrated to the 

degras necessary to produce crystalline citric ecld. 
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Disposition of Pomace 

The pomace remaining after extraction of juico,  oils,  and pectin 

find, use as animal  ftìed,  primarily ds a source of caloric energy. 

Steril« Products 

A discussion of citrus processing would not be complete without 

SOM meneion of canned juices and fruit sections.    Such producta have 

â long history of use, although  thoy are a rather amali  fraction of 

the total citrua anarket <n the United Stata.,  mid  (except  for canned 

•ingle-strength grapefruit .juice)   their volume has not grown in recent 

years.    Both orange and Brapafruit juices are availabia, as are canned 

grapefruit sections.    No particularly nove?  technology U involved in 

the production of sterilized citrus producto.    Grapefruit-sectioning 

machines have been developed.    The ones that I have seen have been a 

marvel of complexity, as you might imagine.    The main engineering 

problem in thia case is accurate placement of the sectioning knives at 

the divisions between sections,despite the highly-irregular topography 

of the fruit. 

SIDE E ?ECTS 

In this day ut.i age it is not possible to consider any major change 

in technology without taking into acccint  the side-effects it «ay 

produce.     (In the United States concern over side-effects has been 

imatitutionaliaad in the form of an Office of Technology Assessment, 

au ara of the Congress.) 

Oaa aide-effect of orange-processing technology, alluded to earlier, 

»•• • change in the pattern of fruit utiliaation.    Americana now eat 
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fewer fresh oranges than they uaed to. There has in fact been virtually 

no increase in the production of navel oranges (a variety that is not 

processaci) in California since at least 1930.  Some of this lack of 

growth may be attributed to displacement of orange groves by urban 

expansion in the Los Angeles basin. But in some measure it must also 

be due to lack of increase in the demand for fresh fruit, in consequence 

of the availability of frozen orange juice. Since orchardists cannot 

quickly convert from growing fresh-market varieties to processing 

varieties (and some might not be able to convert at all, because of 

differences in climatic requirements), new »;echnolop,y is bound to intro- 

duce stresses in an existing industry. This is one kind of aide-effect 

that ha« to be considered. 

A second kind of side-effect concerns energy and other resources. The 

manufacture, packaging, storage, and distribution of frozen orange juice 

uses large amounts of energy. Energy is required not only for processing 

itself, but for making processing machinery, for manufacture of packages, 

for freezing and cold storage, as well as for transportation. It is 

likely that far more nonrenewable resources are consumed in packaging of 

processed foods than in the marketing of raw products. On the other hand, 

the shipment and marketing of fresh produce also requires energy. Some 

new studies indicate that the total energy required to deliver processed 

fruit »«y be 10 timas that required for unprocessed products.  In America, 

where labour costs have traditionally bean high and fuels cheap, the 

delivered cost of processed food, has been competitive with fresh food. 

This ha. been enough to justify the«, and we have not until recently, 

at least, had to be particularly concerned about the effets of energy 

consumption on our foreign-payment situation. Elsewhere the situation 
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might be different and the effects of new technology on the national 

energy bill might be a very important consideration. 

Finally, a few words about environmental problems. Food processine 

does not ordinarily create any pollutant that would not he created by 

use of the unprocessed commoîj f: 1: merely concentrates the pollutant 

in specific locations. But it is one thin« to have a few »illion tons of 

orange pomace distributed over the surf nee oí the Elobe, and quite 

another to have it all deposited within the boundaries of the state 

of Florida, where it could annually create a pile about lKm on a side 

and several meters deep. Florida being a rather small, flat state, 

a substantial part of it could disappear from view by the end of 

century unless action were taken to dispose of citrus pomace by some 

method other than land fill. Using it as feed for ruminant animals is 

an obvious step toward reducing its volume, though perhaps not its 

•agnitude as a pollution problem. In this way, much of it leaves the 

locale by air (as C02), some additional goes out on the hoof, and only 

the indigestible remainder must be dealt with in situ—but it must be 

dealt with. 

To launch into a discussion of disposition of manures would seem 

to be far afield from a discussion of citrus processing and I  will, 

in fact, not dwell on the subject at any length. However, 1 would like 

to emphasize one consequence of the American historical experience of 

progressive urbanization, mechanization, automation (and all the other 

"ations" we have fallen heir to) : we can no longer single out one 
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kind of activity, cue» ;«s <;tr<* pr.jcr.j»ing, ani consider it alone, 

without also considering its sicie-eu'e-ta end iiiteractlor» in a largar 

context. 

It nnv seem that I  or.  telline ym that-  n presentation such as this 

one is an anachronic:...    That  la not so.    Rather, I am suggesting that 

in telling you something about citrus processing, I have told you only 

one «Mil part of a mudi larger and very interesting story-, one that 

1B bringing about revolutionary change» in ay field of agricultural and 

food research.    But that is a subject for another time and place. 
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Figure I 

Schematic Diagram of Citrus Processing 
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